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EDITOR I S PAGE
This first issue of Volume VI of the Notebook is devoted primarily to
two articles. The first is a report that is somewhat overdue; the second
is a compilation of a symposium held in January of this year. It is a
bit like a bride's trappings: something old, something new, something
borrowed, something blue. The "borrowed" is the money to print this issue
and the "blue" is the status of the publication budget. If the readers of
the Notebook are perceptive, they will note that this issue reaches them
before the last three issues of Volume V. This is due to limitation of
funds. These three issues of Volume V have been made up and will be
printed in the near future but, for now, we want to get on with Volume VI.
The article on Tar Kilns results from a small project that the Institute
did for the S.C. Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism. It is, we
believe, the first report of such a site in the Piedmont of South Carolina.
Mr. C. B. Berry has reported such sites along the coast (see bibliography
in Combe's article). It is also a very late date for a Tar Kiln site.
The report by John L. Cotter is a compilation of a symposium held at
the annual meeting of the Society for Historical Archaeology in Oakland
on January 12, 1974. Dr. Cotter has summarized the papers presented in
that symposium rather than compiling them verbatim as presented. He gives
us essentially a cross between a group of abstracts and a complete group
of papers. He has done well to digest the meat in these papers in a
reasonably short space.
The Institute was well represented at the Oakland meetings January
10, 11, 12, 1974. This was the combined meeting of the Society for Historical Archaeology and the International Conference on Underwater Archaeology. Alan B. Albright, underwater archeologist at the Institute, represented us at the I.C.U.A. sessions and participated as a session chairman
and presented a paper. John Combes, Dick Carrillo and Bob Stephenson
represented us at the S.H.A. meeting by chairing sessions, and presenting
papers. Mr. Mike Rodeffer of the Star Fort Historical Commission also
represented South Carolina at the meeting. The meetings were well
organized and most productive of good, scholarly discussions. The local
entertainment was excellent.
The Institute will host these joint meetings in January, 1975 and we
carried with us a considerable supply of advance publicity material inviting
everyone to South Carolina.
During January Dr. Leland G. Ferguson and I drove to Athens, Georgia
at the invitation of Dr. A. R. Kelly and Dr. David Hally. We brought back
the artifacts and records of Kelly's and Dr. Joseph Caldwell's excavations
at the Mulberry Site near Camden. These specimens and records resulted
from excavation in 1957. Dr. Ferguson is preparing a report on past work
at the Mulberry Mounds Site as a part of his recent work there last
summer. The Kelly-Caldwell material will be extremely helpful in preparing
this background report that will cover work at this South Appalachian
Mississippian ceremonial center from the 1820's when Dr. Blanding excavated
there until 1973 when Dr. Ferguson tested the site.
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In January Dr. and Mrs. J. O. Brew visited with us for a couple of
days. Dr. Brew is Emeritus Professor at Harvard and now a visiting
lecturer at Southern Methodist University.
Dr. John Harrington, professor of geology at Wofford College, brought
25 students to the Institute on January 5th for an indoctrination into
the methods and theory of archeology as a part of Wofford's Interim Program.
/

In February Dr. and Mrs. Reynold Ruppe of Arizona State University
spent three weeks with us at the Institute. Dr. Ruppe is on Sabbatical
Leave from A.S.U. and is visiting various institutions in the Eastern
United States to observe the organization of various archeological
research programs. He is especially interested in historic archeology
programs and underwater archeology programs. The Rupp~'s had planned to
spend a week with us but were so enthusiastic about the Institute's
programs that they spent three weeks. We were certainly delighted to
have both Rey and Carol with us and we learned a great deal from them.
We were especially excited about the potential for offshore, drowned
river channel archeology that Rey has been investigating off the Florida
Gulf Coast.
Early in February the Institute signed a contract with the South Carolina
Highway Department providing for a major Highway Archeology Program in the
State. This contract has been some six months in the planning and we are
more than delighted with this opportunity to work with the Highway Department in a mutually productive and beneficial program. It is a one year
program with anticipation of annual renewal.

Robert L. Stephenson
Director and State Archeologist
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina

This publication has been partially funded with assistance from the
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, under the provisions
of the National Historic Preservation Act, through the South Carolina
Department of Archives and History.
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CHARCOAL KILNS AND CEMETERY
AT PARIS MOUNTAIN STATE PARK
by John D. Combes
INTRODUCTION
The Institute of Archeology and Anthropology was contacted late in
June of 1970 by the South Carolina Department of Parks, Recreation and
Tourism's representative, Janson Cox, concerning some charcoal remains
encountered during new campground construction at Paris Mountain State
Park. Superintendent Ed Miller had noticed these remains after a bulldozer had made a pass through the location. He halted operations until
the archeologist could be summoned to the scene.
The writer and a small crew were in the field excavating in Pickens
County at the time of the discovery. Institute Director Robert L.
Stephenson contacted the field party and it was decided that at the end
of the current project the entire operation would proceed directly to
Paris Mountain State Park to investigate. Since the Department of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism had no funds for this work, the Institute agreed
to undertake it at its own expense. On July 3rd, the Institute trailer,
truck, and equipment were taken to the park and set up. Work commenced
on July 7th and was completed at noon July 10th.
It is always a pleasure for the Institute to be involved with the
Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism primarily because of the
outstanding rapport that has developed between the two agencies. Janson
Cox's accommodating nature is gratefully acknowledged. Superintendent
Ed Miller insured that our brief stay at Paris Mountain State Park was a
comfortable One. His preservation of these historic remains for possible
public interpretation again demonstrates the high degree of professionalism
held by the South Carolina State Parks personnel. Assisting the writer
in the field was Richard Polhemus, a very able field assistant whose
presence always contributes to success. Dr. Carlyle S. Smith. Professor
of Anthropology. University of Kansas, deserves special thanks for the
identification of the bullets recovered. For the charcoal identification
we are indebted to Dr. Roy M. Chatters. Head; Radioisotopes and Radiation
Laboratory; Washington State University.

OBJECTIVES
It was evident that the charcoal features were the remains of either
tar kilns or charcoal kilns. Kilns for making tar or pitch and kilns for
making charcoal were used from early colonial times until well into this
century. The remains of such kilns, after a half century or so, are
similar and only careful examination can distinguish between a tar kiln
and a charcoal kiln.
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The features, here at Paris Mountain, consisted of two circular
ridges of charcoal about thirty feet in diameter. Adjacent to the two
circular ridges of charcoal was a series of old field stones that appeared
to be burial markers.
The objectives of the archeological investigation were twofold.
First, the purpose for which the charcoal rings had been built had to be
determined and the physical remains recorded. It was also hoped that
during this investigation datable material would be recovered that would
provide an estimate for the age of the rings. The second goal was to
verify the stone markers as to whether this was a pioneer cemetery or
not, clean up the remains and record the information thus gained. Superintendent Ed Miller collected a brief statement about the burial plot
and that information is on file at the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina. Both objectives were successfully
carried out.

THE CHARCOAL RINGS
The archeological problem was to determine which of the two operations, the production of tar or charcoal, had taken place at this location
in Paris Mountain State Park. Since the visual remains of both operations
look essentially the same it was necessary to look carefully for the construction details of the more elaborate tar kiln. If these construction
details are absent and the charcoal remains contain no ash it is most
likely a charcoal kiln. The presence of charcoal with no ash represents
the controlled burn that is fundamental to the production of charcoal.
Also of interest was the identification of the wood used in the kiln.
Hardwood, usually elm, was considered best for the purpose of producing
charcoal.
The charcoal burning process generally was carried out as follows
(Fig. 1): The charcoal kiln is started with a pile of kindling wood in
the center. Three to five foot lengths of wood are piled on end, leaning
around the kindling in a 20 to 30 foot diameter (Fig. la). On top of
this another layer is laid and so on until there are anywhere from 20 to
40 cords of wood (Fig. lb). The entire pile is then covered with earth
and sod leaving some holes around the pile for the control of air (Fig. Ie).
When the kiln is complete the kindling is ignited and when burning bodly
the holes are closed (Fig. ld). From then until it is complete the burn
requires constant attention. If the fire breaks out it needs to be covered
immediately with earth (Fig. Ie). The burn may last from 7 days to 2 weeks.
Hedrick indicated that in New York State "each cord of wood makes about
30 bushels of charcoal, which sold from 15 to 30 cents per bushel ..• " (1966).
Charcoal from these charcoal burns was an important product used for
centuries as the only fuel for the blacksmith, tinsmith and metal workers
until the use of coke and wood distillation plants entered the scene. The
first use of coke to smelt iron ore occurred in England in 1709 and represented an important breakthrough (Schubert 1958). Coke had several distinct
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FIGURE 1

Stages involved in preparing and burning a charcoal kiln with the
resulting ring remaining after years of abandonment (after Hughes 1954
and Diderot 1763).
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advantages, including the fact that it was obtained from coal, a resource
that is abundant, and hence far less expensive as well as an aid in the
retardation of the rapid depletion of the woodlands. It was less friable
and allowed a much larger burden to be placed in a reduction furnace without danger of crushing and thus blocking the flow. A greater blast could
be withstood by coke insuring a greater reduction. This allowed the
molten iron an increased liquidity which in turn made more impurities than
charcoal which had a detrimental effect on the strength of the metal.
Coke also had a higher content of ash in conjunction with its burning
(1958). Coke was not used to any great extent in the United States
until after 1850 (Schubert 1958: 100; Hedrick 1966: 143).
G. Bernard Hughes (1954) reports that in Europe, until the end of
the eighteenth century, four main qualities of charcoal were being made:
"a) Those used in smelting furnaces, forges, glasshouses, and other heavy
commercial undertakings; b) Those intended for gunpowder and pyrotechnical
compositions; c) London and court coals; d) small coals". The quality
differences of charcoal are determined by the selection of the proper
woods.
The colliers employed by the ironmasters prepared what were
known as 'gross coals' from 'heavy' woods, such as oak or
beech; glassmen invariably used beech. Heavy woods produced
charcoal capable of emitting great heat, but a plentiful
supply of air was essential to keep them burning. The gunpowder mills used charcoal made from the buck thorn alder:
lime wood was actually preferred, but seldom available. Coals
from these woods burn more evenly than others and produce a
greater quantity of gas when the gunpowder is fired.
Light woods were used to produce middle-sized, smooth
charcoal suitable for domestic purposes. These also needed
debarking, as the bark was liable to crackle and fly about
when burning; this seldom occurs with charcoal itself. Such
coals required little draught, yet emitted an intense, glowing
heat until they were entirely consumed •... Small coals prepared from the brushwood stripped from the branches of copse
wood were used for kindling larger fires and were in great
demand by armourers, silversmiths, and braziers for tempering
and annealing their metals. (124-5).
On the farm and on the frontier the preparation of charcoal for use
in the blacksmith hearth was as common an activity as feeding the horses.
Other uses for charcoal include filteration and decolorization of solutions
and water, deodorization, preservation in food packing, plus many others.
Related to the manufacture of charcoal, because of the similarity in
remains, is the "tar burners" art of extracting pine tar turpentine, and
related products from the long leaf pine. These products were commonly
referred to as "naval stores" and were extremely important to the ship
building industry. "Until recently, some seventy percent of the world
supply of naval stores was manufactured in the Southeastern United States
mainly Georgia, Florida and Alabama" (C. B. Berry 1968). Apparently it
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all started about 1700 when the Norwegian tar burners decided to raise
their prices for the large quantities of tar and pitch the British had
been purchasing to keep up their sailing vessels. The English, however,
merely turned to the colonies in the New World for these all important
tar products. It was a popular" cash crop" for the early settlers and,
starting in Virginia, it rapidly spread to the Carolinas according to
Frank Montgomery, Jr. (1968). He estimates that a cord of wood would
yield about 1 barrel (55 gal.) of tar, and that a kiln would hold a cord
of wood for each foot of width. In other words, a kiln 30 feet in diameter would hold 30. cords of wood and produce, if properly burned off,
30 barrels of tar.
There are many descriptions of the process in the literature but
perhaps the most complete comes from the early naturalist Mark Catesby:
The PITCH-PINE is that from which Tar and Pitch is made, it
yielding much more Rosin than any of the other kinds. These
Trees grow usually by themselves, with very few of any other
intermixed. The dead Trees are only converted to this use; of
which there are infinite numbers standing and lying along, being
killed by age, lightning, burning the woods, etc. The dead
trunks and limbs of these Trees, by virtue of the Rosin they
contain, remain sound many years after the sap is rotted off, and
is the only part from which the Tar is drawn. Some trees are
rejected for having too little heart. These are first tried
with a chop of an ax, whether it be lightwood, which is the name
by which wood that is fit to make tar of is called; this lightwood is cut in pieces about four feet long, and as big as one's
leg, which, with the knots and limbs, are pick'd up, and thrown
in heaps. After a quantity sufficient to make a kiln is thus
gathered in heaps, they are collected in one heap near their
centre, on a rising ground, that the water may not impede the
work; the lightwood being thus brought into one heap, is split
again into smaller pieces; then the floor of the Tar-Kiln is
made in bigness proportionable to the quantity of the wood. In
this manner a circle is drawn thirty feet diameter, more or less,
the ground between it being laid declining, from the edges to the
centre all round, about sixteen inches, more or less, according
to the extent of the circle. Then a trench is dug from the
centre of the circle to the edge or rim, and continued about
five or six feet beyond it; at the end of which a hole is dug to
receive a barrel; in this trench a wooden pipe is let in of about
three inches diameter, one end thereof being laid so as to appear
at the centre of the circle, the other end declining about two
feet; after which the earth is thrown in, and the pipe buried,
and so remains till the kiln is built. Then clay is spread all
over the circle about three inches thick, and the surface made
very smooth. Great care is taken to leave the hole of the wooden
pipe open at the centre, that nothing may obstruct the Tar running
down from .all sides into it. This done, they proceed to set the
kiln as follows: Beginning at the centre, they pile up long
pieces of lightwood, as close as they can be set end-ways round
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the hole of the pipe, in a pyramidal form, six feet in diameter,
and eight or ten feet high; then they lay rows of the four feet
split billets, from the pyramid all round the floor to the edge,
very close, one by one, and the little space.s between are
filled up with the split knots before mentioned. In this manner
all the wood is laid on the floor, which being made declining to
the centre, the wood lies so also. Thus they proceed, laying the
wood higher and higher, quite round, till it is raised to
thirteen or fourteen feet, projecting out; so that when finished,
the kiln is about four or five feet broader at the top than at the
bottom, and is in form of an hay-stack before the roof is made.
Then the short split limbs and knots are thrown into the middle,
so as to raise it there about two feet higher than the sides;
then the kiln is walled round with square earthen turfs, about
three feet thick, the top being also covered with them, and earth
thrown over that; the turfs are supported without by long poles
put cross, one end binding on the other in an octangular form,
from the bottom to the top; and then the kiln is fit to be set
on fire to draw off the Tar, which is done in the following manner:
A hole is opened at the top, and lighted wood put therein;
which, so soon as the fire is well kindled, the whole is closed
up again, and other holes are made through the turfs on every
side of the kiln, near the top at first, which draws the fire
downward; and so by degrees those holes are closed, and more
opened lower down, and the long poles taken down gradually, to
get at the turfs to open the holes. Great care is taken in
burning to open more holes on the side the wind blows on, than
on the other, in order to drive the fire down gradually on all
sides. In managing this, great skill is required, as well as in
not letting it burn too quick, which wastes the Tar: and if
there is not air enough let in, it will blow (as they call it)
and often hurts the workmen: they are likewise frequently
throwing earth on the top to prevent the fire from blazing out,
which also wastes the Tar. The second day after firing, the
Tar begins to run out at the pipe, where a barrel is set to
receive it; and so soon as it is full, another is put in its
place, and so on till the kiln runs no more, which is usually
in about four or five days; after which all the holes in the
sides are stop'd up, and earth thrown on the top, which puts
out the fire, and preserves the wood from being quite consumed,
and what remains is CHARCOAL. A kiln of thirty feet diameter,
if the wood proves good, and is skilfully worked off, will run
about 160 to 180 barrels of Tar, each barrel containing 32 gallons.
The full barrels are rolled about, every three or four days, for
about twenty days, to make the water rise to the top; which being
drawn off, the barrels are filled again, bunged up, and fit for use.
In making Pitch, round holes are dug in the earth near the Tarkiln, five or six feet over, and about three feet deep; these
holes are plastered with clay, which, when dry, are filled with
Tar, and set on fire. While it is burning it is kept continually
stirring; when it is burnt enough (which they often try by dropping
it into water) they then cover the hole, which extinguishes the
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fire, and before it cools it is put into barrels. It wastes
in burning about a third part; so that three barrels of Tar
make about two of Pitch. (1754)
Other descriptions by C. B. Berry (1968) and Frank A. Montgomery, Jr.
(1968) also provide us with excellent summaries of the tar burning phenomenonin both North and South Carolina. Figure 2 is a diagram of the
two basic types of kilns used in the Carolinas (after C. B. Berry 1968).
Based on the above descriptions of the charcoal kiln and the tar kiln
we are able to delineate the differences and similarities of the two
practices:
TAR KILN

CHARCOAL KILN

A) circular ring of charcoal
usually 30' in diameter

A) circular ring of charcoal
usually 30' in diameter
(may be any size)

B) controlled burn evident
(absence of ash)

B) controlled burn evident
(absence of ash)

C) collection system excavated

C) no collection system

D) long leaf pine preferred
Pinus palustris

D) hardwood, elm preferred
(pine was also used, however)

E) main purpose: pine tar, turpentine, and related products,
remaining charcoal was also
bagged and was generally used
(Berry Personal Communication)

E) one purpose only, production
of charcoal - sometimes called
coal

As indicated above elm was thought to produce the best quality charcoal but pine was also used. Both Berry (1968) and Montgomery (1968) make
mention of the bagging up and selling of the pine charcoal from the tar
burn. Therefore attempting an identification of the two practices from
a wood analysis alone would indeed be risky. The most certain method of
identifying the ring entails a detailed search for the collection system.
If present a tar kiln would be indicated and if absent a charcoal burn
may be inferred.
THE EXCAVATION OF THE RINGS
The Paris Mountain charcoal rings were carefully excavated to locate
a collection system if one was present. Both Ring A and Ring B (Fig. 3)
were examined and both were found to be devoid of a collection system of
any type. It is therefore concluded that since there was no system present
by which the tar could be collected their use was definitely for the production of charcoal. Figure 4 shows a profile trench through Ring B.
Charcoal Ring A is to the left just outside of the photographed area. It
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FIGURE 4
Trench through Ring B revealing a profile of the remaining charcoal.
left. View facing southeast.

Ring A is to the immediate

is also possible to see the search excavations in the center of Ring ·B
as well as the disturbed area (upper right).
During the excavations several dozen spent bullets were found throughout the charcoal. These were sent to firearms expert, Dr. Carlyle S. Smith,
Professor of Anthropology, University of Kansas for identification His
remarks are as follows:
They are hollow jackets with the lead melted out and are of
the caliber commonly called .30 - '06. This means U. S. Ball
cartridges, caliber .30, Model 1906. It was used in U. S.
Rifle Model 1903. From my recollection the specimens are of
World War I origin. (1971)
Smith also indicated that the lead was melted out of all the specimens,
making it clear that the bullets pr~-dated the burn. The existence of
military type bullets dating from the World War I era is easily explained
for the Paris Mountain area. Very close to this Paris Mountain site was
located Camp Sevier which was a 2,000 acre military training camp used to
train the 30th, 8lst and 20th Divisions (Sullivan 1919). This camp was
formed in May of 1917 and the training ended there in February of 1919
(Weimer 1970).
This places the "burn" of interest sometime around 1920. One additional piece of supporting data was an overglaze transfer printed ware
teacup fragment found well in the charcoal which also dates from the
first quarter of the twentieth century. A charcoal sample was taken and
sent to Dr. Roy M. Ch~tters at Washington State University, an expert
on the anatomy of wood, for identification. He identified the charcoal
as having been pine. His entire letter may be found in Appendix A.

THE CEMETERY
Ten graves were located, cleaned up and field stone markers that had
fallen over were replaced (Fig. 5). The surface soil was scraped off to
verify the existence of grave excavations, but the graves themselves were
not excavated. Figure 3 illustrates the grave locations and the general
area after it was cleaned up. Three of the burials and possibly four of
the grave pits are quite small and are most likely infants or children.
These field stone markers were commonly used in the nirieteenth century
and the burials of interest most likely date from that period.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND INTERPRETATION
The existence of two charcoal rings located in the center of a camp
ground provides an ideal opportunity for a public interpretation of the
former practice used for the production of charcoal as well as the related
13

FIGURE 5
View facing north of the cemetery during cleanup operations.
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phenomena of the tar kiln. It is an unusual practice to most of us today,
yet it was a very common activity until a few decades ago. This kind of
interpretation can easily and inexpensively acquaint the visitor not only
with the former practice but also introduce him to all the uses of charcoal and the wood tar products. Emphasis could be placed on regional
activities and uses of the products.
All of this kind of information can be interpreted to the public by
means of pictures, drawings and text material mounted on an outdoor exhibit.
It would also be appropriate to obtain a series of slides for the purpose
of giving one night a week camp lectures on a charcoal burn and how the
methods have changed from the 1500's until today.
It might also be an opportunity to make a statement about Camp Sevier,
the World War I training facility located adjacent to Paris Mountain State
Park. The little pioneer cemetery should be maintained and although little
is known about it at this time, further research should be done in an
attempt to fit it into the local history.
Through proper interpretation of these charcoal rings and the cemetery
the visitor will certainly enhance his knowledge of the area as well as
learn something hithertofore unknown to him. The existence of Camp Sevier
is also rapidly escaping the memory of many South Carolinians. The outof-state visitor to Paris Mountain State Park will not only learn about
the post but will also enrich his knowledge of South Carolina and South
Carolinian contributions to the development of our nation.
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APPENDIX A

WAS HI NGTON S TAT E UNI VERSIT Y

-

PULLJ.1A.N, I'IASH I NGTON

99163

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
RESEARCH DIVISION

12-28-71

Dear John,
Your letter of December 20 and the charcoal samples arrived
in yesterday's mail.
I treated one of the charcoal pieces with Elmer's glue and
then made transverse, radial and tangential sections of the impregnated charcoal. The charcoal was derived from one of the
Southern Pine groups, but the exact species I cannot tell as it
is not possible to distinguish among the members of this group
on anatomical characters alone.
It could be anyone of the following pines: Longleaf (Pinus
palustris), Short leaf (!. echinata), Loblolly (P. taeda), Slash
(!. caribea), Pitch (!. rigida), Pond (!. rigida~. serotina).
These are what in the North are called Yellow . or Hard Pines.
You will note in examing the charcoal that there is a very
dense layer alternating with a lighter layer & that the transition
between them is very sharp. This is characteristic of the hard
pines and Douglas fir (the latter it most certainly is not).
Thanks for sending the samples up.
Sincerely,

(Signed) Roy M. Chatters
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THE FORT LOUDOUN CANNON
More than 220 years ago, a shipment of twelve cannon was received
in Charles Town Harbor destined for the defense of the South Carolina
up-country. They were transported by wagon to the British outpost of
Fort Prince George, in present-day Pickens County and now beneath the
waters of the Keowee-Toxaway Reservoir. These cannon stood duty for a
while in the bastions of Fort Prince George as protection for both the
Cherokee Indian towns and the young British colony. In 1966-68 this
fort was excavated by John D. Combes for the Institute and the evidence
for the bastions and cannon platforms was found in the ground but the
cannons were gone.
In 1756, at least some of the cannon were carried about 100 miles
across the mountains to the newly established Fort Loudoun on the Little
Tennessee River, near present-day Knoxville. They made the difficult
journey through the rugged mountains on slings rigged between pairs of
mules. This was the time of the French and Indian War and the British
built Fort Loudoun to protect the Cherokee Indians, and their own
interests, from the Creek Indians who had allied themselves with the
French. Again the cannon stood duty at a British outpost and served
well for more than three years.
In 1759 the British and the Cherokees broke off friendly relations
and the Indians besieged Fort Loudoun and captured the cannon. These
cannon were said to have then stood, for some years, near the council
house of the Cherokee capitol of Chota, only a few miles upstream from
Fort Loudoun. Perhaps they remained there until the Cherokee left the
area over "The Trail of Tears" in 1836.
In the 1940's two of the cannon were plowed up in a farmer's field.
One of these is rusting away in a collector's barn in the Little Tennessee
valley • . The other was taken to the Fort Loudoun Museum and displayed in
the yard of the reconstructed fort. In 1971 the museum burned and
destroyed most of the archeological records and materials but the fort
itself and the lone cannon were not damaged.
The next year Dr. Robert L. Stephenson, State Archeologist of South
Carolina and Mack S. Prichard, then State Archeologist of Tennessee, prevailed upon the Fort Loudoun Association through its Executive Director,
Mrs. Alice W. Milton, to return the cannon to South Carolina for conservation. The rust was removed, preservative applied, and deterioration was
stabilized in the Institute's Conservation Laboratory at a cost of approximately $1,200. This was the Institute's first major conservation
project in its new laboratory and the cost was gladly borne by the Institute
as a service to a related historic site. Mack Prichard kindly delivered
the cannon to the Institute and later returned it to Fort Loudoun where
it is again on display in the reconstructed fort. Hopefully it will be
amply protected, there, from the weather and another potential cycle of
deterioration.
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AFTER THE DIG IS OVER
Compiled by John L. Cotter
National Park Service
INTRODUCTION
Of course, everybody knows that after an archeological investigation
is completed, artifacts and data are processed and a report is written
which is either unpublished and forgotten, or published -- and forgotten
later. So much for archeology. Is this a layman's view? An administrator's? An educator's? Possibly an archeologist's?
With this disturbing thought in mind, a symposium was organized by
the compiler on the subject "After the Dig is Over" for presentation at
the 1974 annual meeting of the Society for Historical Archaeology at
Berkeley, California. There were 14 participants (one could not be
present) and each spoke for a maximum of 10 minutes, presenting a point
of view or concept on the 'meaning and use of the dig and dig data, with
time after each for no more than 5 minutes of discussion among the members
of the panel and from the audience. The audience was large, and frequently
participated as the 3-hour session progressed. Attendance after the
coffee break was larger than before. Here, in capsule form, is the
result of the symposium.
Fr. Francis J. Osborne, S.J., The National Trust of Jamaica, archaeological planner for Spanish Town and Port Royale projects: The continued
pursuit of the underwater and land-based investigations of Port Royale,
destroyed by the 1692 earthquake and partially sunk beneath the sea,
Spanish Town and other historical sites in Jamaica has necessitated the
conservation of the many artifacts so far recovered, in the old Naval
Hospital. Publications which describe the findings and interpret them
include a popular approach. The Arawak Museum interprets the aboriginal
story. As the work continues under Government auspices the program is to
interpret the Jamaican historical heritage for the Islanders and visiting
vacationers alike.
Robert A. Barakat, Social Sciences, Memorial University, St. John's,
Newfoundland: The disposition of artifacts from archeological investigations poses a number of alternatives: "Cold storage" in vaults, display
at the site, maintenance for storage and exhibit at a museum, made available as a collection for study by specialists, and distribution in study
collections to educational institutions as teaching aids. The maintenance
of viable study collections as well as interpretive exhibit material is
of great importance. A collection as long as it is safeguarded with all
reasonable care, is a continuing means for historical interpretation for
specialist and laymen.
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James F. Deetz, Plimoth Plantation, Inc. and Brown University: From
the topic "Laying it Out for the Layman", the speaker presented the concept
which has been developed at the restoration of Plimoth, namely, the radical
use of archeology' to recreate the site in its historical context, including
wiping noses on sleeves and sleeping on the floor. Original tool types
(but not the original antiques) are used in actual live demonstrations of
everyday activities, including domestic crafts. The on-going re-creation
of a wattle and daub half-timbered house with original tool types by
artisans who understand what they are doing is a vivid interpretive experience for the lay visitor. Curricular programs for schools allowing
children to experience seventeenth century activities are offered as "informational mainlining". If the ins.titution offering these activities is
worried about tort claims for accidents to the laity, the advice is get
a lawyer, and full speed ahead. It is worth it. Incidentally, the living
experiences of historical re-creation have been put on motion picture
film -- another good historical conservation measure.
Roderick Sprague, University of Idaho: "Metal Cleaning for Whom,
Archeologist, Curator or Descendents?" A system is offered for cleaning
and preservation of metals involving careful removal of obscuring oxide
products, using abrasion where desireable, as on iron objects, and sealing
the surface where necessary against further oxidation, restoring an element
of natural coloration, as by browning iron cleaned to bare metal. This
makes possible observations by the archeologist, restores the aesthetic
appearance of the object for display, and preserves the object for future
generations.
Small quantities of copper, brass, lead, pewter, zinc, tin and even
aluminum can be readily cleaned through the use of Plenderlieth's Chemical
formulas or electrolysis (Plenderleith, Conservation of Antiquities and
Works of Art). Electrochemical and electrolytical cleaning of iron are
less satisfactory. Best results have been had for very delicate cleaning
with a Ruemelin Utility Blast Cabinet in conjunction with a Reumelin
50-pound Midget Sand Blast ·Generator with low pressure nozzle on a recycling system. For more heavy duty cleaning or rapid work, the Midget
Generator is used inside the Utility Cabinet employing garnet sand, mesh
No. 36, available from Idaho Garnet Abrasive Company, Kellogg, Idaho.
Garnet has longer life than sand and it is safer. Garnet does not cause
silicosis.
Jervis Swannack, National Historic Parks and Sites Branch, National
Historic Sites Service, Canada: "Means and Ends of Historic Sites Archeology in Relation to the Site Development and Interpretation of MissionOriented Governmental Agencies". It is evident that such Governmental
agencies are better served by developing and maintaining their own staff
research capabilities. This is because reliance on contracting institutions may produce conflicts between the research objectives of the archeologists and historians who serve the contractor and the requirements for
site development and interpretation on the part of the contracting agency.
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If contracts are to be relied upon, the agency must devise a contract in
which the requirements of data for site development and interpretation are
clearly spelled out and in detail to avoid conflict of purpose and interest.
C. Malcolm Watkins, Smithsonian Institution, responded to his posed
question, "What Good are the Artifacts After the Report Is Written?", with
a specific list of purposes and values. After judicious culling and
recording of anything disposed of from an archeological collection, all
significant artifacts must be preserved and kept available for research,
scientific analysis, exhibition, and education. What may be of minor or
minimal interest today in an artifact may in the future become of great
interest, and the value of intact collections cannot be denied. Certainly
the temptation of administrative pragmatists to dispose of all "duplicate"
specimens must be resisted with intelligence. Above all, the representative variety of archeo.logically-gathered artifacts and the possibility of
physical analysis places these artifacts in a category of usefulness for
research not attainable in whole, rare and highly selected objects selected
over the years because of their artistic or antique values. Artifacts
from an archeological context are especially valuable for documenting
what may go into a period room or the reconstitution of an entire historical scene in situ. Finally, the artifact is of unique value in training
archeologists and curators in American Studies programs. By proper
analysis artifacts contribute to a firmer knowledge of the history of
technology, economic and social usages and values. They are the tangible
realities of the past, to be employed as such for the enrichment of history, rather than tolerated on shelves in the same way Puritans regarded
sex: necessary, but not to be enjoyed!
Robert L. Stephenson. Institute of Archeology and Anthropology,
University of South Carolina posed the question. "What is a Nice Guy Like
Me Doing in a Place Like This?" Having successfuly convinced sundry
restorationists that archeology is necessary, archeologists are becoming
swamped with requests they cannot handle, making discrimination necessary
between sites that need no work, some work, or extensive work. Also the
questions have to be answered: Is the work to be done because it is there?
Because someone with money wants it done? To get artifacts? To get a
grant from a foundation or other agency? To make jobs for archeologists?
The prime obligation is to scholarship; the valid reason. to add to man's
storehouse of knowledge. This means that the difference must be recognized
between sites which will generate worthwhile information and those that
will not.
When a site is decided upon, a firm commitment is in order from the
sponsor as to what research they will support and a decision by the archeologist as to whether he can or should do it. When he goes to work, the
archeologist must work with ancillary disciplines to be sure of the data
and the fulfillment of all requirements of the program. If a restoration
is the objective of the sponsor, the authenticity of the restoration is
up to the archeologist, since it will be his final report in three-dimensional form. And when archeological facts are at varience with myths, the
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myths have to go. The archeologist with data firmly in hand and under
control must command diplomatic and political strength to get the job
done right and produce an honest report. Otherwise, he mayor may not
be a nice guy, but he is in the wrong place.

William D. Hershey. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania, spoke on the "Role
of the Independent Researcher After the Dig". This role involves limited
opportunities and multiple responsibliities. Often the first professional
on the job, the freelance must make a respectable project with what he
accepts as a contractual obligation. Satisfying the needs of his client
and the requirements of his profession may not be easy. He must deflate
misconceptions and plain myths as painlessly as possible and re-orient
his client toward a factual view of a project. Often his report is
intended as a feasibility study and a project outline with costs forthrightly figured. Even if no more than a feasibility study is made, this
may be all that comes of a potentially important investigation of a significant site. Thus the report that results, must not be filed away
obscurely and forgotten; rather, it should be placed in a local historical
publication, if not in a more widely circulated professional journal. At
the least it should be deposited in an archive and noted in bibliographical records, such as that of the Society for Historical Archaeology Annual,
and the Bibliography of Historical Archaeology, maintained by Cotter and
Hershey.
Having made the initial investigation of the client's site or structure, put the results on record, and the artifacts in order (in a safe
depository), the freelance must be prepared to be ousted for more permanent
personnel, or an institutional contractor, and look for another job. It
may be noted in concluding that no freelance in this country is on record
as ever having made a living on his professional talents.
Douglas D. Scott, University of Colorado and John Albright, Historian,
National Park Service. Denver Service Center collaborated on the results
of "Putting It All Together at Fort Larned". On the basis of dig data,
detailed analysis and interpretation followed in order to focus on the
primary goal of historical furnishing and architectural restoration. In
addition, the data had to be placed in the framework of the subsistence
base at the post, the ecological position that characterized its environment, and the effect of the post on the environment. Hypotheses were
generated to be tested. Architectural and historical consultation feedback was beneficial and served to open further avenues of investigation.
Close cooperation was maintained between archeologist and historian as the
project progressed with the result that the latter could evaluate the
artifacts to determine the character of furnishings in the restoration.
In addition, the general tenor of the material culture at Fort Larned could
be determined to enrich the archeologist's record and the historian's reconstruction of life at the post. The combination of two disciplines
produced a more complete picture of life at this frontier fort than could
have been achieved by the two investigators working separately.
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Dorris L. aIds. Texas Memorial Museum. University of Texas. Austin,
addressed herself to the "Maintenance of Archaeological Collections and
Records as Archival Resources". The goal of this archeological repository
is to keep invaluable collections and records safe and in good condition
so as to make it possible to identify, locate and utilize them in the
most efficient and convenient way possible. The spectrum of these services
includes an adequate data cataloging and retrieval system. In this
instance, the trinomial system applied to a key site card for each site,
filed numerically by county with a brief summary of information, including
location of information in the institution files and location of the
collection. Site files are maintained in folders, filed by county, including field notes, specimen records, small maps and other pertinent
information. Oversize maps are kept in map cabinets, filed by site.
Photographic negatives are filed separately by the same system, and color
slides are kept in letter-size transparent plastic file folios inserted
in looseleaf notebooks for easy retrieval and viewing. A comprehensive
card file bibliography is kept for all materials. Ideally a computerized
data bank for data retrieval will be the next step.
Collections of artifacts from sites are put into storage in such a
way as to retain the archeologist's sortings and categories, so that the
collection can be related to the report with ease. Non-artifact materials
from the field -- C14 samples, pollen, soil and matrix samples, and other
organic materials of animal or vegetal origin -- are housed in a separate
warehouse. Human bone is sent to the Physical Anthropology Laboratory
for study and permanent housing.
Supporting facilities include rooms where meetings can be held by
archeologists and specialists for conferences. A Monroe Programmable
Calculator is available. Facilities are provided for artifact processing,
drafting, photography, and equipment storage, and a reference library is
also provided.
The symposium was topped off by a joint presentation of William M.
Taylor, Western Region, National Park Service; Glen Burch, Maritime
State Historic Park, San Francisco; and Mary Beth Barloga. James Monroe
School, San Leandro, California accompanied by four 7th graders from the
school. The subject was "Discovering the Present Through the Past: The
Environmental Living Program". With the aid of a motion picture in color
narrated by the students, the account was presented of an historical "live
in" at historic Fort Point located under the Bay Bridge abutment near San
Francisco which is maintained by The National Park Service. Here a class
of 7th graders, after studying the life of an early nineteenth century
garrison soldier, took their sleeping bags and food and tried actually
simulating the daily life of the men, using artifacts of the place and
period and following the routine of the post. A second "live-in" was
experienced by the class at an early nineteenth century sailing ship
anchored in the harbor where the students worked at understanding the
tools and routine of the sailors.
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The Enviro~~ental Living Program of the State and National Parks of
Arizona and California seeks to re-create the natural and cultural environments of history in a program offered to schools and other organizations at a variety of sites, some archaeological, all historical. The
participation in a living re-creation of an historical scene was obviously
a vivid and meaningful recognition of what archeological and historical
research can do to enhance the education of young people in a new dimension
of history.

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
The Institute is now beginning its sixth productive year of sponsorship of the Archeological Society of South Carolina. The purpose of the
Society is to bring together those who are interested in the archeological
heritage of the State, both professional and non-professional in a cooperative endeavor to preserve that heritage. The Society is concerned with
historic and pr~historic archeological remains, on land or beneath the
waters of the State.
The past year ended with just over 150 members on its rolls, some 4060 of whom attend the monthly meetings on the third Friday of each month
at the Columbia Science Museum, 1519 Senate Street in Columbia. Each
meeting has a speaker that brings an interesting facet of archeological research to the membership. Local and visiting speakers have discussed general archeology, specific excavations, underwater recovery,
physical anthropology, biblical archeology, Indian mounds, historic fortifications, archeological conservation philosophy, and other subjects of
interest to the State's heritage.
Members receive several publications along with their membership.
These are The Notebook, published by the Institute; South Carolina Antiguities,
a semi-annual journal published by the Society; Features and Profiles, a
monthly newsletter of the Society; and the Proceedings of the annual meeting
of the Eastern States Archeological Federation. In addition to the meetings
and the publications members participate in Society field trips, the
Institute's archeological site inventory program, and other activities
including analysis of materials in the Institute laboratory.
Membership dues are inexpensive and have not changed since the Society
was founded. They are $5.00 for an individual; $6.00 for a family; $10.00
for an Institution; and only $50.00 for a life membership. The membership year is from January 1 to December 31st.
Directors for 1974

Officers for 1974
President: Sammy Lee, Orangeburg
Vice Pres.: Walt Joseph, Aiken
Secretary: William T. Floyd, Columbia
Treasurer: Howard Monteith, Columbia
Editor: James L. Michie, Columbia
Librarian: William Monteith, Columbia
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